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For over four decades, Reese's chronological Bible has been the text of trust for those who read through King James' version in historical order. Now this classic Bible is full of study materials. Features:Cultural and historical notes shedding light on biblical and context eventsO archaeological and
archaeological notes that help verify scriptural accountsEspettations of difficult passages and wordsAge and genealogies of key figuresManaging detailed timeplanesIn order, chapter-by-chapter scriptural index365-day reading plan Contrary to what a reviewer has said, this Bible does not break any rules
in being reassembled in chronological order. It presents the Word of God within an accurate timeline, allowing the reader to consider events as and when they happened. No changes or alterations have been made to the words themselves - hence, the beauty and accuracy (word-for-word translations of
the text breathed by God) of King James' translation, unlike modern reworkings (NIV, RSV, TLB, NKJV, etc.) using dynamic interpretations, using Wescott/Hort sources (for dynamics: instead of translating word by word, W/H used sources that had been discarded and used a step-by-step method of
here's what the Holy Ghost meant — so, modernizing the scriptures for mass consumption. A dubious approach, to put it gently). This is the fourth time I've read this chronological version, and it's a joy. When choosing a Bible, consider what you are reading, why you are reading it - as well as the
scholarship and the reasons behind its production. This version will enrich your life. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. As well as the chronological arrangement. The only reason I subtracted a star is footnotes and other comments. The publisher/author makes some statements that made me look a bit, and
I don't think his opinions are necessarily correct. However, this Bible is EASY to read and FUN to read. Examples of why I love this version: ALL long lists of names that occur in more than one place are collected together rather than repeated in various places. So it's easy to ski KJV itself is 5 stars. As
well as the chronological arrangement. The only reason I subtracted a star is footnotes and other comments. The publisher/author makes some statements that made me look a bit, and I don't think his opinions are necessarily correct. However, this Bible is EASY to read and FUN to read. Examples of
why I love this version: ALL long lists of names that occur in more than one place are collected together rather than repeated in various places. So it's easy to skimme compare the information. Another reason: editing to make all verses appear chronologically means that some Psalms referring to creation
appear with the genesis. The chronology reflects the date on which the events referenced are said to have occurred according to the text, not when the books may have been written. I recommend it with the caveat that I do not fully share Reese's views. ... the more I followed the plan in this book for
reading through it in a year. I'm done a little early. My comments have nothing to do with the Biblical text. My comments are specific to the notes and articles written by Mr Reece. First, he added many useful notes to various words and steps. A good percentage of the notes provide cultural and
archaeological information. However, it is obvious that he was a premillennialist and his doctrine colors almost all his comments referring to the I followed the plan in this book to read it in a year. I'm done a little early. My comments have nothing to do with the Biblical text. My comments are specific to the
notes and articles written by Mr Reece. First, he added many useful notes to various words and steps. A good percentage of the notes provide cultural and archaeological information. However, it is obvious that he was a premillennialist and his doctrine colors almost all his comments referring to the end
of the world and the second coming of Christ. So be careful if you, like me, don't believe in a 1,000-year-old literal kingdom on earth. It is obvious that he has done a lot of research towards his chronological arrangement of the passages. It is very interesting to read prophets chronologically a-fixed with
passages in the history books. Everything in everything is a good book to have as a reference for the study of the Bible. ... more Page 2 Click on a feature to learn more. Tap on a feature to learn more. Resource Guide The Resource Guide is the most powerful feature in the Olive Bible app. As you read
the Bible in the main window, the Resource Guide follows and displays relevant biblical study information from study notes, commentary, maps, and more. Comments/Study Notes Gain knowledge about any passage of the Bible, exactly when you need it. The Resource Guide will let you know when the
information in this title is relevant to anything in the main window. He will also trace with you as you read the Bible. Maps Do you wonder where that ancient Israelite city you just read about is? Take a look at the map that the Resource Guide will find for you, zooming in or out on a full screen or both.
Linked verses Your resource mentioned a passage from Scripture, but can't remember what the verse says? Never fear! Tap on the connected verse and a pop-up window will appear, which gives you quick and easy access to the verse in the Available for: iPad, iPhone, Android, Kindle Fire, Mac and
Windows. Classic KJV Chronological Bible now redesigned with in-depth study notesWith over 200,000 copies sold, Reese's chronological Bible is the text for those who read through King James's version in historical order. Now this classic Bible has been completely redesigned and rich in in-depth study
materials, including: geographical and archaeological notes that help verify the accounts of the scriptures cultural and historical notes that shed light on biblical contexts explanations of difficult passages and words age and genealogies of key figures of weight translations and measurements to today's use
365-day reading plan Arranged in chronological sections , this easy-to-use volume will help you understand even better the Bible, its history, and its meaning to us today. ISBN: 9781441230201 You may also like... KJV Reese's Classic Chronological Bible has been redesigned with in-depth study notes
and an exciting new format! For four decades, The Reese Chronological Bible has been the text of confidence for those who read through King James's version in historical order (as opposed to the traditional canonical order of Genesis at the Apocalypse). Now this recently redesigned Reese
Chronological Bible is rich in study materials, including: - Cultural and historical notes that shed light on biblical events and context - Geographical and archaeological notes that help verify scriptural accounts - Explanations of difficult passages and words- Age and genealogies of key figures - Detailed
timelines - Canonical Order, scripture index chapter by chapter- 365-day reading plan arranged in chronological sections , from the past of eternity through John's writings, this easy-to-use volume will help you understand the Bible, its history, and its meaning to us today more than ever. Biographical
note:Edward Reese (1928–2015), general manager, graduated from the Moody Bible Institute in 1950 and has been a missionary, evangelist, pastor, professor and advisor to Christian organizations for more than 60 years. The Chronological Bible is one of his works of life. Dr. Reese and his wife,
Margaret, made their home in Tennessee, where he last taught at Crown College. Scotty W. Backhaus, associate editor, worked closely with Dr. Reese, contributing to the content, preparing the manuscript, and seeing the study edition until completion. He and his family live in Wisconsin, where he
pastors a church. Fits Deluxe Genuine Leather Bible Cover Large. Cover big.
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